ProPortal – An efficient, secure solution to share student information

ProPortal is a multi-role portal that makes viewing and sharing student information secure, efficient and flexible. It displays student individual learner pages and markbook information from ProMonitor and student information pages from ProSolution together in one simple website.

A flexible system
The system is completely flexible, requiring only one of either ProMonitor or ProSolution to be available. When both ProSolution and ProMonitor are available, information can be pulled from both systems, such as: timetables, detailed attendance entries and exam results.

Giving users the information they need
ProPortal is designed to support different users – from parents, employers and head-teachers to the students themselves – allowing them to view student information and edit as appropriate.

The system uses permission groups to customise the experience of each user, taking the group they belong to dictate the pages of information available. Any number of permission groups can be created within ProPortal.

Simply click on a student’s name to open a page of information that’s laid out in an easy-to-read format. The menu bar then provides clear navigation of pages that are tailored to suit the user’s permissions.

Minimum server requirements:
> Windows Server 2008 or above

Recommended server requirements:
> Dual-Core Processor
> 4GB RAM
> 20 GB Hard Drive Space
> MS SQL Server 2008 or above
> IIS 7.0 or above

Client requirements:
> Windows Operating System (Admin Utility)
The web application can be accessed on:
Windows: IE 7-10, Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera
Mac: Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Opera, Camino
Portable: iPhone/iPad - Safari, Microsoft Surface
- IE 10 RT & IE 10 Metro RT
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